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Sandra Dillon WENDOUREE
The Bishops’ Office for Justice, Ecology and
Peace produced daily Reflection / Prayer /
Action Sheets for use during Laudato Si
Week. You can find at
All Laudato Si Week Resources 210322.pdf
These sheets introduce then focus on each
of the 7 goals. Wendouree have adapted
the Reflection section for their bulletin
over 8 weeks providing a weekly education
process on the goals. (Alternately, you
could also use the Prayer & Action sections
and make it an A4 hand-out.) Each week,
they are also showing a short video after
Communion. These are the videos on each
of the goals produced for Earthcare
Families each day of LS Week.
The parish is also collaborating with their
primary school on a Laudato Si’ garden.

Louise Scott STAFFORD
Neighbouring parishes, Stafford and Kedron
( who have 2 churches) have combined to
host an interactive event - sounds like a great
program with Alice Cawardine from Catholic
Earthcare as guest speaker followed by parish
cluster discussions.
Louise made the interesting comment that
Laudato Si almost always gets a mention in
their homilies – very enviable!

Anne Lanyon TERREY HILLS
Some years back the parish formed a Landcare
Group to regenerate their 2ha of parish land. It
now contains the Stations of the Cross. A local
council grant helped with professional clearing. Anne’s advice in applying for a grant is to
name community, First Nations and youth!

Christina Peade-Erbrederis IVANHOE
The parish is a long-time member of
ARRCC (Australian Religious Response
to Climate Change – a multi-faith network committed to action on climate
change). They produced a banner
some time back and Christina speaks
proudly of “the hanging of the banner”
with parishioners and school students.
So that it doesn’t just become ‘part of
the furniture’, the banner is taken
down and rehung periodically. It was
particularly relevant in the months
leading up to the election.

Kate Hewett PENSHURST
I found this film DEEPLY moving and
spiritually enriching. It is just over an
hour and is a docufilm of a man's
encounter and subsequent relationship
with an Octopus. Here is the link
https://www.documentarymania.com/
player.php?title=My%20Octopus%
20Teacher I have also attached a pdf
of what I thought was a really good
reflection on the film by a Jesuit.
The film is also available on Netflix.

Cecilia Merrigan ECHUCA
Parish will provide a place for e-waste collection. No-one bothers going to the tip with one or two items so
they end up in landfill. If we provide a collection point, it can all be taken to the transfer point.
Also, we’re planning to arrange a screening of The Plains Wanderer at the local cinema. Remember The
Wild recently produced this documentary film on the endangered Plains-wanderer. The film explores the
bird’s evolutionary uniqueness, conservation status and the human stories behind saving the species from
extinction.
By focusing on the Plains-wanderer as a flagship species, the film also shines a light on the greater issues
surrounding conservation of native grasslands and the other species that inhabit them. Importantly, the
film is the first of its kind to feature cinema-grade footage of the Plains-wanderer.
https://www.rememberthewild.org.au/plains-wanderer-film/

Julie Buick MORDIALLOC/ASPENDALE

Our evening with Sherry Balcombe, Aboriginal Catholic Ministry, was hugely
successful. Around 60 participants – some from well beyond parish because
we publicised on Earthcare Network. Questions were taken via the chat to give
everyone an opportunity then these were put to Sherry by two moderators.
You can watch the recording https://www.melbcatholic.org/s/articles/

a198w000000016KAAQ/an-evening-online-with-sherry-balcombe
-aboriginal-catholic-ministry
We have produced habdouts 16 x 10cm promoting Slavery-free tea, coffee,
chocolate—and toilet paper! Our office lady is great at lining it all up front to
back in a document to print and we got 3 to an A4 sheet and just cut them
with the guillotine. We are giving them out weekend of 6/7 August
We have also acquitted a supply of Ethical Fashion Cards & Booklets to distribute. Working with ACRATH (Australian Catholic Religious against Trafficking of
Humans) they advised Baptist World Aid Australia is the source.
Julie also said we spoke at Masses to let our parish know that we’d completed
the Audit and were moving on to the Action Planning.
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